WHITEPAPER
QuackInu including but not limited to the overall project, the token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“QuackInu ”) as presented in
this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted ﬁnancial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any
terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal
meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or ﬁnancial environment. QuackInu is a fully and completely decentralized and community
driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other ﬁgures or entities exerting any
form of governance; the QuackInu smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modiﬁable in any way. The
QuackInu token is a strictly utility token in any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a security or otherwise a regulated token
of any kind, is not in any way
e-money and/or a ﬁat or asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in QuackInu or acquire or use its QuackInu tokens in any
way and with any expectation of proﬁt in any form. Any user of QuackInu declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative,
regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, the website and using any portion or element of
QuackInu (including any QuackInu token therein) and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of
blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, interface including QuackInu and further acknowledges with full disclaimer for
any community member directly or indirectly involved with QuackInu , that there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.
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01Introduction
Huge community.
Quack Inu Token was dreamed up in April 2022 with the goal of becoming a
decentralized community focused ecology project with true purpose.
Quack Inu Token mission is to bring new cryptocurrency concepts to
mainstream investors. Unlike older, comparable projects, $Quack Inu
introduces holders to next-generation concepts such as Staking & Farming,
NFTs with utility, rewards and more.
Within the ﬁrst month of planning, $Quack Inu have made huge plans for an
entire ecosystem built around the brand, including staking, yield farming
and NFT staking as well as many more exciting utilities that rewards the
holders of $Quack Inu .

Big Utility.
Quack Inu TOKEN
A BEP20 (BSC) token that promotes healthy and widespread growth and
usage through the Ecosystem built around the Quack Inu brand as well as
decentralization of the project through speciﬁc rewards linked to users’ transactions
involving decentralized wallets and other utilities such as staking and farming.
Quack Inu GAMES
Play to Earn games will be at the heart of the Quack Inu ecosystem ,Quack Inu will
develop a casual social game,All the consumption of the game is paid by Quack Inu,
and the price of Quack Inu will only get higher and higher.
Quack Inu NFTs

NFTs with real utility. Quack Inu are producing a set of unique NFTs that will
have their own utility in the form of games. This will allow you to earn a variable
amount of passive income just for holding Quack Inu NFTs.
Quack Inu STAKING & FARMING
Staking pools will be available shortly after launch. We will be running a ﬂexible pool
as
well as a choice of locked pools such as 45 days and 90 days, all with variable APRs.
We will also have LP farming, where you can create an LP token such as $BNB-$Quack
Inu and yield higher rewards.

COIN LOCATOR
The next big thing for ﬁnding up and coming projects before anyone else, powered by
Quack Inu. Offering listings and advertising to new projects, bringing revenue directly
to the Quack Inu ecosystem and rewarding holders of the Quack Inu token.
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02 Values

Quack Inu is fully decentralized and ownerless, supported by its
community of enthusiasts. Free, open and frank communication
is encouraged within the community supporters so that
everyone can be informed and even participate in every step of
Quack Inu growth! Multiple, independent, free group efforts in
development, community self-management and more are
strongly encouraged!

In the cryptocurrency space, trust is paramount. That
means full transparency from the team, not only in
the development of the project, but also in the
security of the project. Examples
include industry-leading audits of $Quack Inu code,
and a liquidity lock to ensure there is no risk of
malicious behaviour.

The Quack Inu team are here for the long haul. The team
and community are in the process of creating an
ecosystem which will stand the test
of time and result in real use cases, greater rewards and
a popularity beyond any temporary trends.
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03 Quack Inu Token
$Quack Inu is a BEP20 (BSC) token which is due to launch on the Binance
Smart Chain.

The $Quack Inu token Smart Contract will undertake multiple top-grade
security audits to
further the community’s conﬁdence, in a fully transparent way.
Quack Inu is a fully decentralized and community driven project - $Quack
Inu will also offer staking and liquidity farming from launch giving the
community even more ways of earning passive income just by holding $Quack
Inu tokens.
This project has a great and well known dev and a dedicated community that
delivers constantly.
Upcoming Utilites: NFT & SWAP & STAKING FARM
We also have our own Swap available if you want to buy Quack Inu using your
BNB!
Just enter the following link to make your purchase.

Everytime a person buys or sells Quack Inu tokens through
PancakeSwap, we apply a 1% transaction fee Here we explain
Where those fees go.
0.5% goes to Marketing
0.5% goes to LP
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04 Ecosystem
STAKING &
LP FARMING
We will have a number of Staking & Farming Pools available shortly after
launching the token, some will have a lock-in period offering higher APYs and
also unlocked pools that investors can enter and leave at any time.
You will be able to earn a variable APY return whilst also still earning your 3%
rewards
which can either be compounded to earn more tokens or harvest them to your
wallet.

Quack Inu NFTs
NFTs with real utility. Quack Inu are producing a set of unique NFTs that will have
their own utility in the form of NFT staking. Wewill be releasing our ﬁrst set of
NFTs not long after the official launch and aim to integrate the NFT staking
contract soon after.

PLAYTO
EARN SOCIAL
GAMES
Quack Inu GAMES
Play to Earn games will be at the heart of the Quack Inu ecosystem ,Quack Inu will
develop a casual social game,All the consumption of the game is paid by Quack Inu,
and the price of Quack Inu will only get higher and higher.

Quack Inu
TRACKER
We are building our own $Quack Inu tracker which will be linked to our official
website. This will allow investors to be able to track their rewards over time and see
at a glance how much money they have gained from the rewards built into the
tokenomics of the
$Quack Inu contract, as well as other information regarding Quack Inu.
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05 Roadmap
PHASE 1

The Birth of Quackinu

•Web site
•Release of white Paper
•Pancake fair launch
•The marketing strategy
•Brand promotion campaign

PHASE 3
Giving Back to the
Community

•NFT Exchange launch
•Blockchainswap development
•Farm research and development
•Open the pledge
•Ecosystem building

PHASE 2

Ready to Explore the
BSC

•The development of NFT
•Listed Quack Swap
•Blockchain DAO
community improved
•Listed CEX
•Listed CMC, CG

PHASE
4
AllAbout
NFT’s

•Ecosystem development
completed
•Functional practice of farm
•The pledge function is open
•The Blockchain DAO organization
is mature
•Listed exchange

PHASE 5
The Future is
Bright

•Coin LocatorDevelopment
•CERTIK Audit
•Exchange Listings
•Expanding DevelopmentTeam
•Development complete ecology and further
Developments
•Extending the Roadmap for Phase 6 and beyond
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THANKYOU!
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